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the main event – golden gods in mainstream
magazines and television.
GIRLS CAN’T SURF is the inspiring true story of
a group of rebellious female surfers in the 1980s
who took on the male-dominated professional
surfing world in a fight for inclusion, recognition
and equality.

It’s the 1980s and the world of professional
surfing is a circus of fluoro colours, peroxide
hair and radical male egos. GIRLS CAN’T SURF
follows the journey of a band of renegade
surfers who took on the male-dominated
professional surfing world to achieve equality
and change the sport forever. Featuring surfing
greats Jodie Cooper, Frieda Zamba, Pauline
Menczer, Lisa Andersen, Pam Burridge, Wendy
Botha, Layne Beachley and more, GIRLS CAN’T
SURF is a wild ride of clashing personalities,
sexism, adventure and heartbreak, with each
woman fighting against the odds to make their
dreams of competing a reality.

It’s the 1980s and the world of professional
surfing is a circus of fluoro colours, peroxide
hair and radical male egos. A sport that up until
that point had been epitomised by the hippie
counterculture of the 70s, and the Beach Boy
scene of the 60s, was now going pro. From the
coasts of Australia to the beaches of California,
Hawaii, France and Brazil, surf culture is now
the hottest thing on the planet and male surfers

In the middle of this came a disparate group
of women from Australia, North America and
South Africa – Jolene and Jorja Smith, Jodie
Cooper, Pam Burridge, Frieda Zamba and
Wendy Botha and Pauline Menczer - who
dreamt of becoming world champions, and
having their very own taste of the stardom
and glory. Fiercely individual, competitive,
ambitious and opinionated, these women came
up against a male-dominated surf industry and
culture that wasn’t ready for them.
A wild ride of clashing personalities, sexism,
adventure, dreams and heartbreaks ensued,
with each fighting against the odds - forced to
wear impractical bathing suits and share dorm
rooms with no hot running water just to make
their dreams of competing a reality.
Earning a tenth of the prize money and being
relegated to holding contests during the men’s
lunch breaks when the wind came on-shore and
the bikini competitions started, the group had
to fight convention, compete against each other
and band together to realise their dream of a
professional tour.
While men continued to secure sponsors by
winning a few heats, women looking to secure
a quality sponsorship had to be conventionally
‘good looking’, smile at the camera, be the
world champion and hide their sexuality. Those
lucky enough to have a sponsor would be forced
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to perform for crowds even in sub-standard
conditions or risk being dropped.
It wasn’t until 1989, when organisers of the
world’s preeminent surfing competition,
Huntington Beach OP Pro, decided to drop the
women’s event in a bid to devote more prize
money to the top 30 male surfers, that media
began to take notice. Mass revolt against the
decision, largely led by the Smith twins, forced
the OP to renege.

turning over US$600 million annually. Suddenly,
what was once an inconceivable sport for
women, became fashionable, with millions of
young girls buying boardshorts and an entirely
new generation of female surfers coming
through the ranks.

Things got worse before they got better
following the 1991 recession, which saw the
sport plunge into crisis and women again
bearing the brunt of the deal. As a result,
almost half of the top eight female surfers
retired in the mid-90s.

It would take a further 25 years for equality.
The victory came in the form of a photo of
Ballito Pro Junior winners, Rio Waida and
Zoe Steyn, which went viral in 2018 following
condemnation over pay-disparity. Billabong
and the World Surf League (WSL) faced mass
criticism over the 50 per cent difference in prize
money between the male and female winners’
cheques. The WSL stepped in to fix the pay gap,
announcing equal prize money for women from
2019.

A breakthrough came in 1993 when Quicksilver
noticed that girls were wearing boys’
boardshorts, prompting the expansion of its
bikini brand, Roxy, to include dedicated surf
wear for women. Within four years, Roxy was

GIRLS CAN’T SURF is the inspiring, untold true
story of how a ragtag bunch of renegade girls
overcame adversity to achieve equality and turn
women’s surfing into the multi-billion-dollar
industry it is today.
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GIRLS CAN’T SURF explores an inspiring
and little-known chapter of sporting history
— the origin story of the women who broke
all the rules to make women’s pro surfing the
main event. More than 40 years after these
transformative events, it was high time to tell
their story to a wide audience.
After successes internationally with projects
such as Storm Surfers 3D, GIRLS CAN’T SURF
director, CHRISTOPHER NELIUS, says the idea
came to him slowly over time. “I would see
more and more girls joining my local surfing
line-up over the years, and it wasn’t always
like that. It made me wonder if they knew the
stories of the women who’d come before them.
The women who’d made it possible.”
Excited at the opportunity to bring this untold
true story to the big screen, Nelius approached
executive producer MICHAEL HILLIARD of
FINCH in 2016 who instantly shared Nelius’
belief and together they began developing the
project. While researching, Nelius realised that
there wasn’t a single book or film that told the
story. With the current state of women’s surfing
seemingly so strong, he felt it was the right time
to look back at the history.
“What struck me about the story was the
gripping nature of the time, but also the
very distinctive, extraordinary characters,”

recalls Nelius. “All of the women we chose to
concentrate on in the film are so varied. I loved
that as they took on this somewhat unexpected
struggle as a group of women, behind it all they
were just as fierce competitors as any male
athlete.”
The next two years saw Nelius and FINCH
develop the film, unearthing the right motley
cast of characters and stories, securing
the support of Madman Entertainment as
distributor and additional development funds
from Screen Australia and Screen NSW.
The next step was to find the perfect producer
to bring his vision to life, and Nelius was thrilled
that his first choice, producer MICHAELA
PERSKE, came on board. The pair had known
each other socially for over 20 years and
watched each other’s careers. He says, “I was
looking for a producer who could drive the
project and raise finance to make the film. Apart
from her great credentials as a producer I just
knew her sensibilities suited a story about the
rough edges of feminism, Australian culture and
great humour.”
Perske recalls being contacted by Nelius in
2018 to see if she would be interested in talking
through a project he had been developing.
Ironically, they had run into each other while
surfing at Bondi. Says Perske, “When I saw the
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deck and teaser I was immediately drawn to the
story and, more importantly, the characters.
What also excited me about the film was the
opportunity to let the women tell their stories
and educate a generation about the women
who paved the way for professional surfing and,
ultimately, equal pay.”
Excited about the prospect to be part of such
a great project, she continues, “I am always
drawn to films that reveal a chapter of history or
individuals who quietly lead the way for change.
It’s an empowering and uplifting film that speaks
to social issues today - equality, equal pay and
the representation of women. It was also an
incredible opportunity to share this untold story
with the world.”
Says Nelius, “When I first pitched the idea to
Michaela we were already set up with Madman
Entertainment as distributor and FINCH as a
co-producer, but it certainly needed the right
personality to lead such a big story and make
connections with the talent and crew alongside
me. I couldn’t think of anyone who was better
suited to make this story.”
The pair began attaching creatives who could
best interpret the film’s clear creative approach
with editor / co-writer JULIE ANNE DE RUVO
the first to come on board during development.
Nelius and De Ruvo had collaborated on
several documentary projects together
already, including the first two Storm Surfers
documentaries and Tough Conversations with
Henry Rollins. “When Chris first called me and
told me about his idea, I said I was in straight
away,” says De Ruvo. “Having experienced a lot
of the sexism and intimidating attitudes inherent
in surf culture first hand, I was excited to peel
back the layers and investigate what was behind
it to try and understand it and hear how these
women had overcome it.”
“I’ve known and worked with Jules for almost
20 years on various documentary projects,”
says Nelius. “She is not only a brilliant and
recognised editor but also a great writer, as
most good editors are. I told her she had to
take a co-writing credit with me because I knew
this was the type of film that would truly be
written in the edit suite and there is such little
source material out there that we would need to

become authorities on the subject.”
Nelius first reached out to the Australian-based
surfers including PAM BURRIDGE, WENDY
BOTHA and PAULINE MENZCER and all were
enthusiastic and supportive of the film and
continue to be. He remembers, “It felt a little
like tracking down a superhero 20 years after
they’ve retired.”
“Initially, I just wanted to have a chat over a
video call, to get a feel for them as people
and their stories and see if there was a film
in it. When Pam told me about how she went
to the Australian Open in Manly recently and
wondered whether the young female surfers
would know who she was, and when Pauline
told me she was a school bus driver, I had an
inkling there was not just a history that deserved
to be told here but also something really human
and dramatic.”
The filmmaking process provided a trip down
memory lane for Burridge, who fondly recalls
taking that first call with Nelius from her home
in Mollymook, “We ended up chatting for
ages. I’ve done heaps of interviews before,
but this was flowing and going deeper.” Botha
echoes this sentiment, “I quickly realised he
was seriously interested in our story. We spoke
about how difficult it was at times, being treated
so dismissively by the ASP, and all the good and
bad experiences along the way.”
She continues, “It is important to tell our story
so all the young surfer girls around the world
have a greater appreciation of how far their
sport has come and the sacrifices that were
made by others along the way.”
Nelius and De Ruvo worked closely with their
research team to source close to 40 years of
archival footage. “Finding a balance between
the personal and wider institutional story was
the biggest challenge,” says Nelius. “The saving
grace was we had a cracker of an ending,
without that we really could have spiralled out
of control.”
Nelius credits the extraordinary job that LINDY
BOYLAN and the rest of the research team
did in sourcing the archival footage. “I think
it’s possible the team may have broken some
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sort of record for number of sources and sheer
volume of clips, articles and photos, not to
mention the fact that the story is literally about
how nobody filmed the girls back in the day, so
sources were extremely difficult to come by.”
Setting up the interviews with the characters in
present day meant finding a way to bridge the
‘then and now’ so that they felt connected. To
achieve this, the creative team decided to bring
the characters to a studio environment and
design backdrops that kept some colour while
also providing a space where they could sit with
their subjects for a full day and just talk through
it all.
“Aesthetically, so much comes through in the
music and literally just the archive itself,” says
Nelius. “You see early images shot on film,
through Hi-8, VHS, early digital video tape, all
the way to present day HD sports broadcasting.
It’s almost like a history of film that parallels
the progression of women’s surfing itself, to the

point where you see Stephanie Gilmore surfing
Honolua Bay in a spectacular drone shot. That
was a nice and unexpected element to see as
the film started coming together.”
Perske says that while all film projects are a long
road, GIRLS CAN’T SURF happened relatively
quickly, and the producers were thrilled at the
speed at which they managed to get the film
into production. She continues, “We have been
grateful to Screen NSW and Screen Australia
for their support from development through
to production. We have also had incredible
support from our investors including Nude
Run, Whipped Sea, Song Zu and FINCH all of
whom have offered various forms of support.
The support of our Australian distributor
Madman Entertainment and the experience of
executive producer Paul Wiegard has also been
invaluable. The World Surfing League (WSL)
were also very supportive and continue to be
so.”
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When Caroline Marks and Italo Ferreira held
up their prize cheques for winning the first
competition of the 2019 World Surf League’s
Championship Tour on April 7, the amount
displayed was the same. It was a first for pro
surfing’s top tour since its inception in 1976.
The move by WSL was long overdue and
a breath of fresh air for female surfing
legends JOLENE and JORJA SMITH, JODIE
COOPER, PAM BURRIDGE, FRIEDA ZAMBA,
PAULINE MENZCER, WENDY BOTHA, ALISA
SCHWARZSTEIN, ROCHELLE BALLARD and
LISA ANDERSEN.
For the courageous women featured in the
documentary, this would mark a new chapter in
what has been a long 40-year journey of sexism
and discrimination in the sport. An untold story,
until now.
The pioneering female surfers were paid a tenth
of the prize money throughout their careers and
their initiation to the sport was hostile. Menzcer
was once kicked in the stomach by a male
surfer. “They would yell out ‘what are you doing
out here? Girls should be on the beach. Get
out!’,” recalls Menzcer. “There were no women
that surfed.”
A classic example of that harshness occurred in
Hawaii in 1989, when Cooper was punched in

the face by Hawaiian pro Johnny-Boy Gomes
over wave possession. Gomes told her, “If you
act like a man, I’m gonna treat you like a man.”
“The girls who got into pro-surfing in the early
1980s were pretty much exactly the same as the
boys,” says leading surf writer NICK CARROLL.
“They had the same dreams, the same visions
but they didn’t have the permission of the surf
culture.”
Dominated by outsized male personalities like
former World Champions Damien Hardman,
who at the time said, “I think they just need to
look like women. Look feminine, attractive and
dress well” and Nat Young, who stated that,
“The top surfer from any beach could beat any
woman that I’ve ever seen”, the group found
themselves constantly needing to advocate
for their rights, including equal pay, access to
events, visibility and sponsorship.
The creation of the Association of Surfing
Professionals (ASP) in 1983 brought more
structure to the sport with an equal number
of event members, an equal number of surf
members and two representatives of women’s
surfing on the board.
“The ASP had its sights on trying to be like golf
or tennis. A sport that would have a bigger
audience,” recalls surf journalist and former
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pro surfer JAMIE BRISICK. “There was no buzz
around the women’s side of it. I remember
hearing people referring to the women’s heats
like it is the lunch break. The woman got sent
out when the surf isn’t good and when people
ran up to get their food.”
With only two spots on the board, the girls
realised they would have to become more
united to be represented and have a voice.
“You were just in a group with the sponsors
of the event and the guys representatives and
everybody is obviously trying to get whatever
is best for them,” says Schwarzstein. “It was
just an unstable time and if we were rocking it
too much they’re going to be like ‘that girl just
winges too much’ you were just going to get a
reputation.”
Burridge recalls, “We were trying to be a part
of it, but we did see that we were a small
voice. It felt more like a battlefield at the time,
because we were actively having to try and firm
up numbers when votes were coming up at
board meetings that might affect us or limit us
completely from competition.”
That fear that came to realisation in 1989, when
organisers of the world’s preeminent surfing
competition, Huntington Beach OP Pro, decided
to drop the women’s side of the event in a bid
to devote more prize money to the top 30 male
surfers. “At that point we were just really angry,”
recalls Jolene Smith. Her twin sister, Jorja
Smith, agrees, “We’d put up with a lot of stuff
but when OP decided to cancel our division,
that’s when we had to take a stand.” Mass revolt
against the decision, largely led by the Smith
twins, forced the OP to renege. “It felt so great
that we stood up for ourselves. Not just for us,
but any other surfer that came along after us,”
says Jolene.
Without their fight, there very well may not have
been a women’s tour today.
Their struggles and successes continued to ebb
and flow over the years, causing many to battle
a variety of personal crises, including collapsing
self-confidence, drug and alcohol abuse, bouts
of anorexia nervosa and a constantly shrinking
bank account. Virtually none of this was
reported by the surf media.

“There’s anger, pain, embarrassment and selfworth issues,” says Cooper. “You’re micromanaging all of those things to still be the best
person that you can and do what you want to
do, which is make a living pro-surfing.”
“It’s like you can’t admit you have a problem,
like in life, let alone in sport,” tells Burridge.
Eager for support, the group would reach out to
magazines like Surfer, Surfing and Tracks and
the people who ran it. “We would say ‘promote
us, we will get you people into the sport’ but
they didn’t believe in it,” says Cooper. “The only
way you could get an article is once every two
years when a magazine would go ‘it’s about time
we dust off the old girls story’ and they’d do a
story about the whole group.”
Marginalised, with minimal sponsorship, media
support or prize money, Menzcer recalls feeling
helpless, “We all kind of felt the same way but
because we were also competitors it was really
hard to know what to do, or how to fix it. It was
a game of survival I suppose.”
Things got worse before they got better
following the 1991 recession, which saw the
sport plunge into crisis and women again
bearing the brunt of the deal. “I remember
going to an ASP surfers meeting and hearing
one of the guys raise his hand and go ‘Oi, when
can we get these women off the tour’,” says
Ballard.
The total prize money for the men that year was
US$1.7 million. The women: US$165,000.
With the recession biting and contests being
cancelled, some of the male surfers believed it
was time they stopped sharing and called for
women to form their own surfing identity. “We
had invested so much into professional surfing
to that point, so it was like ‘Are you going to pay
us out then?’ We’d been promoting this sucker
for the last 10 years,” argues Burridge.
Botha said they tried to talk sense into them
and says, “It just felt like you were fighting a
losing battle.”
Thankfully, the ASP told the male surfers to pull
their heads in.
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The recession was also felt by surf brands
whose sales had dropped dramatically. A
chance breakthrough came in 1993 when
Quicksilver noticed girls wearing boys’
boardshorts in Hawaii, prompting the expansion
of its bikini brand, Roxy, to include dedicated
surf wear for women. Leading Roxy’s campaign
at the time was Andersen who had just been
signed by the label, “I was going up for the
world title, so it was the perfect moment. The
A-HA moment.”
Roxy blew up! Within four years, it was turning
over US$600 million annually. “It’s not rocket
science,” says Cooper. “I never went to
university and I could have told them that years
ago!”
More female-driven labels would follow with
Billabong Girls, Ripcurl Girls and O’Neill all
launching in quick succession. “It was like ‘Oh
my gosh, it’s happened’,” says Ballard. “There’s
an industry and a career.”
Suddenly there were millions of young girls
buying boardshorts, riding their boards and
being out in the surf and an entirely new
generation of female surfers were given
opportunities that never existed in the 80s.
“My little daughter was one of them,” recalls
Carroll. “She was born in 1989 and there was
no question in her mind that she was allowed
to surf. It was an active thing for her and
her friends. They weren’t buying Roxy to be
fashionable, they were buying it because it told
every person who saw them that they were
surfers.”
At the end of the decade, things started to
crumble again for women. “It got hot and
heavy,” explains Andersen. “Brands were
making women’s clothes but not sponsoring
girls still.”
Layne Beachley, regarded as the most
successful female surfer in history, recalls, “I
knew Billabong Girls was accounting for 50 per
cent of Billabong’s turnover yet when it came
to contract negotiation time, they would often
say ‘listen, Joel Parkinson sells boardshorts
but Layne you don’t sell bikinis, so we’re only
going to pay you a third of the men’s world
champion’”.

“They were all such dumb-ass, chauvinistic
pigs,” remembers Botha. “Imagine how much
money those companies made.”
Around the same time, a motion was put up to
reduce the women’s vote from two to one at the
ASP’s annual general meeting. “We got voted
out,” explains Burridge. “I remember getting
really angry and threatening to sue everyone
and they were all laughing at me.”
Beachley saw Burridge’s desire to be involved in
the sporting politics and wanted to do it too. “I
sat on the board in those five-day long meetings
and I would constantly badger the industry for
prize money increases. We had girls on the tour
who couldn’t afford to do the tour.”
Everything came to a head in 1999 at Jeffreys
Bay. Ballard recalls, “The waves were awful, so
they said ‘Right, send the women out’ classic
moment in women’s surfing. We were just like
‘F*&%, really’. It was on the rocks; you couldn’t
even get a two out there.”
In a momentous moment for the sport, the
female competitors collected their contest
jerseys and sat at the water’s edge. Refusing to
paddle out, they sat together, united, until the
clock ran down. Menzcer says, “We knew it was
right. There were no waves and we shouldn’t
be surfing but we were also scared. You were
making a stand but also living with a lot of fear
of what are they going to do to us.”
Organisers had to cancel the heat. They couldn’t
do it without them. “That was a pinnacle point,
where we all started to realise, we can do
something now,” says Menzcer.
From that day on all female competitors refused
to compete in sub-standard conditions, rewriting the rule book for future generations.
Dream tours followed, finally allowing the
women to surf great waves. Ballard remembers,
“It was challenging, and it was scary in ways,
but it was this new frontier to up that level and
to bring excitement to it.”
“Not only was it super amazing for us, it was
also amazing for the spectators,” says Menzcer.
“We could broadcast it and get people to watch
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and then slowly as time progressed and the
Internet changed millions of people around the
world could watch.”
Organisers doubled the prize money and for the
first-time women were getting media attention.
But it still was not equal.
When the image of Ballito Pro Junior winners,
Rio Waida and Zoe Steyn, went viral in
2018 there was mass condemnation over
pay-disparity. GIRLS CAN’T SURF director,
Christopher Nelius says, “As much as hashtags
and social media get ridiculed these days, here’s
an instance where a greater awareness has
produced actual social change.”
With millions watching, Billabong and the
WSL faced mass criticism over the 50 per cent
difference in prize money between the male and
female winners’ cheques. The WSL stepped
in to fix the pay gap, announcing equal prize
money for women from 2019. “People are more
enlightened than they were 40 years ago, and
brands are being forced to take notice,” argues
Nelius. “If you look at some of the comments
on Facebook and the debate around what equal
pay means to people, it really is a healthy place
we’re in right now, although nowhere near the
top of the mountain yet.”
Surfing is now the first and only global sports
league to require equal pay for its female and
male athletes, something Nelius says other
sports like soccer are now fighting for. “What

Pam, Pauline, Layne and everyone else achieved
is like a case study in why women deserve to
be paid equally and it’s a beautiful irony that
it happened in surfing. All of a sudden, with
a bit of pressure from consumers, surfing is a
rule-breaker again. The sport will be 10 times
stronger because of it. Now we’re one step
closer to seeing what the world would look like
if men and women were paid the same.”
In a further win for the sport, surfing will make
its Olympic debut in the Tokyo 2021 summer
games, with female and male athletes both set
to compete.
The gender equity policy changes in surfing
show that sporting feminism matters and
that progress is often the result of activism,
advocacy, and alliances. Nelius says, “These
women refused to buy into the norm of the
time, which was that the surf was for men.
It’s a story that I hope young women would
be inspired by and a story I hope teaches my
two young sons that it doesn’t matter how
strong you are, it’s the effort, the passion and
competitive spirit that matters. And these
women have it in spades. Yes, it’s set in surfing,
but this is really about how social change comes
about.”
“The generation who never question their right
to be in the surf need to know the pioneers who
made this possible,” says producer Michaela
Perske. “GIRLS CAN’T SURF is a tribute to the
trailblazers and a testament that change is
possible.”
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CHRISTOPER NELIUS Director | Writer | Producer
Christopher Nelius is an Australian film director,
producer and writer working in advertising,
feature and series documentary, and drama.
His first film writing gig was a documentary
about the life of surfer Ross Clarke-Jones,
narrated by Dennis Hopper. Christopher
developed that idea further to co-create a
documentary series for Discovery Channel Asia
(winning Astra and Asian television awards) and
later a 3D feature documentary called Storm
Surfers 3D that won multiple international
festival awards including runner-up in the
audience award at TIFF, and the AACTA award
for Best Feature Documentary.
Christopher has since moved on to work
in directing commercials and branded
entertainment, being represented in Australia
by Finch. He has also written and directed
the short drama Buoy which premiered at the
Melbourne International Film Festival, and
short documentary The Hammerstone.
In 2018, Christopher co-founded The Lion’s
Share Fund, a UN-backed initiative whereby
brands contribute money to conservation
when they use the image of an animal in their
advertising.
Christopher is currently in production on his
third feature documentary GIRLS CAN’T SURF,

about the struggle of women’s professional
surfing in the 1980s.
MICHAELA PERSKE Producer
Michaela Perske is a Walkley award winning
journalist and producer who has been involved
in production for over 20years. Her feature
documentaries include Footy Chicks, Boxing
for Palm Island, 88, Destination Arnold, Black
Divaz and After the Apology. She has been the
Executive Producer on Embedded, Servant or
Slave, Melon Grab and Dream Baby. Her work
has screened on ABC, SBS, BBC, CBC, PBS,
The Guardian and has appeared at multiple
local and international film festivals including
Sydney Film Festival, Melbourne Film Festival,
Tribeca International Film Festival, Margaret
Mead and Adelaide Film Festival. Her company
– Pursekey Productions- has been a leading
independent producer with a reputation for
fostering new talent and telling bold, innovative,
unique and socially conscious stories.
JULIE-ANNE DE RUVO Editor | Co-Writer
Julie-Anne is an award-winning screen editor
with over 18 years of experience working across
television, feature films, and documentary
filmmaking.
Julie-Anne has received six nominations and
four wins for Best Editing across television
Comedy and Drama from the Australian Screen
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Editor’s Guild. Her ASE awarded television
credits include the second series of The
Letdown (dir: Trent O’Donnell), season two and
three of Please Like Me (dir: Matthew Saville) as
well as The Beautiful Lie (dir: Glendyn Ivin).
Julie-Anne’s television credits are extensive,
some of her other recent highlights include the
hit series Les Norton (dir: Fadia Abboud), My
Life is Murder (dir: Leah Purcell), Tidelands (dir:
Emma Freeman), and the television adaptation
of Romper Stomper (Dir: Geoffrey Wright).
On the feature film side, Julie-Anne recently
co-edited Undertow (dir: Miranda Nation)
as well as the horror-comedy, Better Watch
Out (dir: Chris Peckover). Julie-Anne has also
edited a number of acclaimed documentaries,
some of which include, Morgana (dir: Isabel
Peppard and, Josie Hess), Horror Movie: A
low budget nightmare (dir: Gary Doust), Storm
Surfers: Dangerous Banks and Storm Surfers
New Zealand with Christopher Nelius and
Justin McMillan, as well as the Dendy and Film
Critric’s Circle award winning Desperate Man
Blues.
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
ROB GALUZZO
FINCH was founded in 2011 led by CEO Rob
Galluzzo, who has since built the collective into
one of Australia and NewZealand’s boldest
and most distinguished production companies.
Rob has garnered a reputation for nurturing
new talent and gains constant inspiration from
his innovative team and roster of high calibre
directors.
Throughout his career Rob has created
work that is internationally renowned and
critically acclaimed having won D&AD pencils,
Gold at Cannes Lions, One Show, London
Internationals, New York Festival and Award
awards. His entertainment work has been
recognised at the International Digital Emmys
and the AFIs.
Rob has successfully forged a destiny for
FINCH outside the remit of film and advertising.
He is the backbone of FINCH’s social and
technological initiatives including Creatable;

a STEM education curriculum, Nakatomi; a
technology company, and The Lion’s Share Fund
-- an initiative where brands can contribute
to the protection of our natural world each
time an animal image is featured in their
advertisements.
MICHAEL HILLIARD
Michael Hilliard is a film, television and
transmedia producer at FINCH. He is best
known for producing CHEF’S TABLE for
NETFLIX world-wide.
Michael’s work with a range of award-winning
actors, musicians, artists and sports figures
including Robert Redford, Paul Newman, Cate
Blanchett, Will Arnett, Tom Ford,
Jeff Koons, Kobe Bryant, the Beastie Boys,
Good Charlotte, Michael Stipe, Paul Simon, and
P.Diddy blends pop culture with documentary
cinema and television, and has become part
of the permanent collection at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York.
Michael Hilliard is a member of the Australian
Academy of Cinema and Television Arts
(AACTA), the International and US Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences, and the Screen
Producers Association of Australia. His recent
documentary feature film MACHINE premiered
at the Melbourne International Film Festival,
and was given Five Stars by both Margaret
Pomeranz and Graeme Blundell.
PAUL WIEGARD
Paul Wiegard co-founded Madman
Entertainment in 1996. Madman Entertainment
is a leading independent distribution and
rights management company for film and
television, with offices in Melbourne, Auckland
and Berlin. He is the Executive Producer of
over 20 Australian feature documentaries,
including three AACTA Award Best Film and
Best Documentary Feature winners. Through
Madman Entertainment he has distributed
five Oscar winning Feature Documentaries
plus one Oscar winning Narrative Feature. He
established DocPlay, a dedicated documentary
streaming VoD platform. Paul holds a number
of board positions including ACMI and AIDC,
and is a former MIFF Board member. He is
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a Jury Member of Antenna Documentary
Film Festival. He founded an investment
vehicle Nude Run for feature film and
documentaries.
GHISLAINE COUVILLAT AND WHIPPED SEA
Ghislaine Couvillat is a Producer and the
Managing Director for Whipped Sea, the
indie production company behind “Savage
Waters”, a documentary film by Mikey Corker.
“Savage Waters” tells the story of how a 19th
century book passage leads a crew of modern
adventurers to hunt the ultimate surfing wave
in some of the world’s most beautiful, but also
most savage waters. Whipped Sea is also a
co-Producer of “Girls Can’t Surf”, a film by
Christopher Nelius, and “La Quête du Sauvage”,
a freediving odyssey filmed in the Norwegian
Great North by Jean-Charles Granjon. Ghislaine
is also an Executive Producer of “Against the
Tides” by BAFTA-nominated Stefan Stuckert.
Prior to setting up Whipped Sea, Ghislaine
was Head of Investment Oversight at Legal
& General Investment Management, one of
Europe’s largest asset managers and spent 20
years enjoying a career in financial services,
providing risk and regulatory advice for asset
managers, hedge funds, private equity, real
assets and direct investments.
ANNA HOWARD ACS Director of Photography
Anna Howard ACS started in the Australian
film industry in 1981 and began in 1995 she
began working as a cinematographer. As a
DOP, she has worked with many top directors
including Ray Lawrence, Gillian Armstrong
and Garth Davis. Anna is known for her subtle
but expressive lighting and her ability to work
collaboratively with actors. She worked on the
award-winning Australian TV series Rake in
2010 and the following year was nominated
for Best Cinematography in the Film Critics
Circle of Australia Awards for the film South
Solitary, directed by Shirley Barrett. For the
past 26 years Anna has worked on many films,
documentaries and commercials in Australia
and overseas, winning numerous awards for
her lighting and images. Some credits include:
Machine (2018), Rabbit (2018), Errors of the
Human Body (2012), South Solitary (2010),

Rake (2010), Marking Time (2003), Women He’s
Undressed (2015), Girl in a Mirror (2005). Anna
Howard ACS is a respected cinematographer
and a campaigner for equal opportunities.
She is currently a senior member of the ACS
Women’s Advisory Panel, has sat many times
on ACS judging, and Accreditation panels. Anna
was awarded ACS Accreditation in 2004 and
Inducted into the ACS Hall of Fame in 2019.
HAYDN WALKER Composer
Haydn Walker is a multi-award winning
composer. Possessing the rare talent of
being highly skilled at both classical and
contemporary music styles, Haydn is constantly
sought out by some of the brightest minds in the
industry.
As a teenager, Haydn studied jazz guitar and
film composition at the Australian Institute of
Music. He then completed a Bachelor of Music
(Composition) at the Sydney Conservatorium,
graduating with First Class Honours. In addition
to his classical training, Haydn has enjoyed a
successful career as a working freelance jazz/
rock guitarist. He has written songs, arranged
and/or performed with various prominent
Australian acts including Grinspoon, The
Potbelleez, Darren Hayes, Inga Liljestrom,
Archie Roach, Andy Bull, and Katie Noonan.
In his decade with Song Zu, Haydn has enjoyed
a formidable run of awards and accolades for
his original scores for film, TV and advertising.
He has won several APRA Screen Composer
Awards, including Best Television Theme for
Nickelodeon Scariacs and Best Music for the
Nutrilion Hope TVC. He was part of the team
nominated for Best Documentary Soundtrack
for 35 Letters (Sydney Film Festival Best
Documentary winner). His feature film score
to the IF award winning Men’s Group was also
nominated for Best Film Score at the festival.
Haydn continues to work in his original band
projects Hawki and The Dark Horse.
SONG ZU Sound Designer
Song Zu is a collective of composers and sound
designers who have become one of the most
awarded music and sound design companies
in the Asia Pacific region, working out of their
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purpose built studios in Sydney and Singapore.
Their work includes full sound design, mix
and original composition for television series,
documentaries and feature films, as well as all
facets of sonic branding including advertising,
online content, VR and installations. Their
unique position of being one of the longest
standing companies in their line of work is a
testament to their creative problem solving
abilities.
Their awards include Gold Clios, Cannes
Gold Lions, London International Awards (LIA)
including Music & Sound Design Company of
the Year, AWARD Award Golds, Promax Awards,
Asian Television Awards, Sirens, and APRA
Screen Composer Awards.

Overseen by Sound Supervisor, Abigail Sie, Song
Zu’s sound department’s TV credits include
Drunk History Australia for Network 10, Bad
Mothers for Channel 9/Sundance Now and Soul
Mates Series 1 and 2 for ABC/NBCU.
Song Zu have also mixed and composed
music for the Independent Film Award Best
Film winner, Men’s Group, the Ganja Queen
documentary for HBO, and two recent Academy
Award finalists in short film, Lost and Found
and The Eleven O’Clock.
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JODIE COOPER Years on tour 1983 – 1993
Before Lisa Andersen, there was Frieda Zamba.
And before Layne Beachley or Stephanie
Gilmore, there was Jodie Cooper.
This super powerful regularfoot was a stylish,
dangerous presence on the ASP World Tour
throughout the ‘80s and the first part of the
‘90s, dominating Hawaiian events the way
Beachley did with deep carving turns and great
big-surf instincts.
Cooper grew up in the tough west Australian
whaling town of Albany and learned to surf
with her older brothers, who encouraged her to
compete. By 1983, she had joined fellow young
Australian Pam Burridge in the ASP top eight
and, along with the USA’s Zamba, Kim Mearig,
and Jorja and Jolene Smith, made up the new
face of women’s pro surfing.
Cooper’s energy and stoke made her very
popular among both tour surfers and the public
who came to watch her win events such as the
1985 Op Pro and the Haleiwa World Cup -- her
first major wins. That season was her finest as
she finished second to Zamba.
Sharp, intelligent and not afraid of a party,
she was the first to cheer on a disheartened
competitor -- and there were a few of those in
the ‘80s, when women pro surfers were held in
high contempt by their male counterparts.

A classic example of that harshness occurred in
Hawaii in 1989, when Cooper was punched in
the face by Hawaiian pro Johnny-Boy Gomes
over wave possession; Gomes told her: “If you
act like a man, I’m gonna treat you like a man.”
Cooper rose above such attitudes to win an
event every year she was on tour, rounding it
out with a spectacular domination of Hawaii
events in 1992 and 1993, when she was
unbeaten in Island surf.
Jodie Cooper quit the world tour in 1994,
having appeared in the Top 8 eleven times and,
at 29, been the oldest woman to win an event.
She now works in the film industry in the art
department and lives in Brunswick Heads.
PAM BURRIDGE Years on tour 1980 – 1998
Described by Surfer Magazine as the “Mother
Superior of women’s surfing”, Pam Burridge
arrived at a time when the sport needed her
most. Burridge began surfing in 1975 at the age
of 10. She won the Australian National Titles at
15 and instantly turned pro.
But the quest for a world title proved somewhat
elusive for much of her 15 years on tour.
Despite being touted as a perennial favorite
year in and year out, the World Champion title
eluded her for much of her early career. She
finished her rookie season rated fifth, then came
in second the following year behind California’s
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Debbie Beacham. From 1983 through 1986
she finished third, third, third and second, then
dropped to seventh in 1987 before jumping
back to the runner-up spot the next two years.
By now, the entire world (including Burridge
herself) was anxiously waiting to see her atop
the rankings where she belonged. By the end
of 1989, she was living with now-husband
Mark Rabbidge, a top-ranked longboarder and
surfboard shaper. Going into the 1990 season,
Rabbidge helped Burridge with surfboards, heat
strategy and technique. That extra boost paid
off as Burridge entered the final event of the
season with a slim ratings lead. She paddled
out at 12-foot Sunset Beach, seemingly inspired
by the challenge at hand, and convincingly won
both the contest and the world title.
She lives in the South Coast of NSW and runs a
surf school to keep the aloha flowing to the next
generation of up-and-comers.
FRIEDA ZAMBA Years on tour 1982 – 1992
Four- time world champion Frieda Zamba rose
to the top of the surfing world against all odds.
Born and raised surfing the mediocre conditions
of Flagler Beach on the East Coast of Florida,
Zamba trained at an early age to become one
of the most accomplished surfers ever. Besides
winning the title in 84, 85, 86, and ‘88, Zamba
holds an ASP women’s tour record for finishing
the circuit in three for six straight years.
Her tenacious competitive instinct and radical
style in a variety of conditions far outweighed
her humble beginnings as a surfer on the East
Coast. Whether it was two-foot Huntington
Beach, where she dominated the competition in
one of her many Op Pro victories or overhead
Bells Beach, Zamba knew how to get the job
done. She credits much of her success to the
constant support she received aIong the way
from her husband, manager, shaper, and coach,
Rea Shaw.
After 10 solid years as an ASP veteran, Zamba
returned to her home in Florida. She moved
to Costa Rica where she still lives and surfs
everyday.

PAULINE MENZCER Years on tour 1989 – 2005
One of pro surfing’s great individuals, Pauline
Menzcer won the 1988 world amateur and
1993 professional crowns, took out events in
every tour leg, gained the nickname “Naughty
Pauls” and fought an incredible lifelong duel
with crippling rheumatoid arthritis -- all without
attracting the serious attention of a major
sponsor. This might make another surfer bitter,
but it only draws a mocking grin to Menzcer’s
freckled noggin. It’s been a long time since she
fit any mold.
Born in Sydney, Australia, Menzcer raised
the ante in the women’s pro scene of the late
‘80s and kept the hammer down on the likes
of Lisa Andersen, Pam Burridge and Layne
Beachley throughout the ‘90s. She learned
to surf at Australia’s great city break, Bondi,
and worked up a strong high-energy approach
that popped a few egos in Pro-World and even
pulled a few hoots from the male pros -- a rare
feat, then and now. Speed and snap were key
to her early victories in French and Australian
beachbreaks.
Watching her perform, it was difficult to imagine
its flip side -- hours of agony from the arthritis.
She pushed through it during competition, but
other times, it hurt just to move her fingers.
Eventually, Menzcer gained some control over
the affliction through a rigorous diet.
She narrowly lost a world title race to Wendy
Botha in 1991, but wrecked 1993 for everyone
else by making half the finals and winning half
of them. In that year, her only income -- slightly
more than $30,000 -- came from prize money.
Money has never come easy to Menzcer: her
family was anything but rich. She knew how to
live off the smell of a bar of wax.
Even in the late ‘90s, she took a tent on tour
and slept in friends’ backyards. Small, fiery and
immensely likable, she pulls this kind of thing
with relative ease. Off tour, she lives at Byron
Bay in northern New South Wales, Australia
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WENDY BOTHA Years on tour 1984 – 1993
A prolific South African surfer, Wendy Botha
won four world titles (1987, 1989, 1991, 1992)
and three Surfer Poll Awards (1990, 1991,
1993). Born in 1963, Botha began surfing at
age 13 and won four consecutive South African
National Championships from 1981 to 1984.
She turned pro in 1985 and finished the season
ranked seventh in the world, earning rookie-ofthe-year honors.
Botha became an Australian citizen in 1989 and
would go on to win a record seven world tour
events that year. In 1992, she shook up the surf
world by posing nude for Australian Playboy…
and then went on to win her fourth world title.
She retired from competitive surfing after the
1993 season but still loves to surf whenever she
can.
LISA ANDERSEN Years on tour 1989 – 2002
Lisa Andersen began surfing at the age of 15
in Ormond Beach, Florida. At 16 she decided
to run away to Huntington Beach, California
to pursue her passion and train with the best
surfers in America. Subsequently, she entered
amateur competitions and won 35 National
Scholastic Surfing Association trophies in eight
months and, later, the US Championships at
Sebastien Inlet in 1987. After this victory, she
became a professional surfer and finished
her first year on the tour ranked 12th and was
elected Rookie of the Year. She won her first
pro event in 1990 in Australia, but she struggled
with remaining focused throughout the
competitive season with the multiple contests

over the span of a surfing year. She later found
improved concentration after the birth of her
first child, daughter Erika. And only a month
after giving birth, she reached the final in Japan.
She went on to win four successive world titles
form 1994 – 1997 and was named as one of the
100 “Greatest Sportswomen of the Century” by
Sports Illustrated for Women. She was named
the “1998 Female Athlete of the Year” by Conde
Nast Sports for Women magazine. She is a sixtime winner of Surfer Magazine’s Readers Poll.
In 2002, she was inducted into the Surfer’s Hall
of Fame. In 2004, she was inducted into the
Surfing Walk of Fame as that year’s Woman of
the Year.
LAYNE BEACHLEY Years on tour 1990 - 2008
Layne Beachley AO is regarded as the most
successful female surfer in history. Layne’s
dedication to success saw her as the only surfer,
male or female, to claim six consecutive world
titles between 1998 and 2003. Layne went on
to win a 7th world title in 2006 before retiring
from the ASP World Tour in 2008. In retirement,
Layne spends her time travelling nationally
and internationally as a motivational Keynote
speaker for some of the world’s top commercial
firms, sharing her stories about sustaining
success, overcoming challenge and maintaining
a winning mindset. She is also a trainer and
facilitator of a series of workshops, igniting
potential in everyone she works with. Layne
is also the Founder and Director of her own
foundation, Aim For The Stars, Chairperson of
Surfing Australia and an Officer of the Order of
Australia.
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MUSIC
Bad Reputation
Written by Joan Jett, Kenneth Laguna, Ritchie Cordell and Martin Kupersmith
Performed by Joan Jett and the Blackhearts
Published by Jett Pack Music, Inc. (BMI)
Courtesy of Blackheart Records Group, Inc.
Cannonball
Performed by The Breeders.
Written by Kim Deal
© EMI Music Publishing Ltd
Licensed by EMI Music Publishing Australia Pty Limited
Licensed Courtesy of 4AD Ltd by arrangement with Beggars Group Media
Sweet Young Thing Ain’t Sweet No More
Written and performed by Mudhoney
Courtesy of Sub Pop Records and Publishing
Rebel Girl
Written by Tobi Vail, William Karren, Kathleen Hanna, and Kathi Wilcox
Performed by Bikini Kill
Courtesy of Bikini Kill Records
By arrangement with Terrorbird Media and David Platz Music Australia/Bucks Music Group/
Mushroom Music
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